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Abstract. The analysis of algorithms in IEEE floating-point arithmetic
is most often carried out via repeated applications of the so-called stan-
dard model, which bounds the relative error of each basic operation by
a common epsilon depending only on the format. While this approach
has been eminently useful for establishing many accuracy and stabil-
ity results, it fails to capture most of the low-level features that make
floating-point arithmetic so highly structured. In this paper, we survey
some of those properties and how to exploit them in rounding error
analysis. In particular, we review some recent improvements of several
classical, Wilkinson-style error bounds from linear algebra and complex
arithmetic that all rely on such structure properties.
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1 Introduction

When analyzing a priori the behaviour of a numerical algorithm in IEEE floating-
point arithmetic, one most often relies exclusively on the so-called standard
model: for base β, precision p, and rounding to nearest, this model says that
the result r̂ of each basic operation op ∈ {+,−,×, /} on two floating-point num-
bers x and y satisfies

r̂ = (x op y)(1 + δ), |δ| 6 u (1)

with u = 1
2β

1−p the unit roundoff. (Similar relations are also assumed for the
square root and the fused multiply-add (FMA) operations.)

This model has been used long before the appearance of the first version of
IEEE standard 754 [17], [18], and the fact that it gives backward error results
is already emphasized by Wilkinson [43]: considering for example floating-point
addition, it is easily deduced from (1) that r̂ is the exact sum of the slightly
perturbed data x(1 + δ) and y(1 + δ), and, applying this repeatedly, that the
computed approximation to the sum of n floating-point numbers xi has the
form

∑n
i=1 x̃i with |x̃i − xi|/|xi| 6 (1 + u)n−1 − 1 = (n − 1)u + O(u2) for all i.

Backward error analysis based on the standard model (1) has developed far
beyond this basic example and turned out to be eminently useful for establishing
many accuracy and stability results, as Higham’s treatise [14] shows.



Although the standard model holds for IEEE 754 arithmetic as long as un-
derflow and overflow do not occur, it fails, however, to capture most of the
low-level features that make this arithmetic so highly structured. For example,
by ensuring a relative error less than one, (1) implies that r̂ has the same sign
as the exact value x op y, but it does not say that δ should be zero when x op y
is a floating-point number.

Such low-level features are direct consequences of the two main ingredients
of IEEE standard arithmetic. The first ingredient is the set F of floating-point
numbers, which (up to ignoring underflow and overflow) can be viewed as

F = {0} ∪
{
Mβe : M, e ∈ Z, βp−1 6 |M | < βp

}
. (2)

The second ingredient is a rounding function RN : R→ F, which maps any real
number to a nearest element in F:

|RN(t)− t| = min
f∈F
|f − t| for all t ∈ R, (3)

with ties broken according to a given rule (say, round to nearest even). This
rounding function is then used by IEEE standard arithmetic to operate on
floating-point data as follows: in the absence of underflow and overflow, x op y
must be computed as

r̂ = RN(x op y).

This way of combining the structured data in (2) and the minimization prop-
erty (3) implies that r̂ enjoys many more mathematical properties than just (1).

The goal of this paper is to show the benefits of exploiting such lower level
features in the context of rounding error analysis. We begin by recalling some
of these features in section 2. Although the list given there is by no means ex-
haustive (cf. Rump, Ogita, and Oishi [37, §2]), it should already give a good
idea of what can be deduced from (2) and (3). We then review some recent im-
provements of several classical, Wilkinson-style error bounds from linear algebra
and complex arithmetic that all rely on such structure properties. Specifically,
we will see in section 3 that various general algorithms (for summation, inner
products, matrix factorization, polynomial evaluation, . . . ) now have a priori
error bounds which are both simpler and sharper than the classical ones. In sec-
tion 4 we will focus on more specific algorithms for core computations like 2× 2
determinants or complex products, and show that in such cases exploiting the
low-level features of IEEE standard arithmetic leads to proofs of high relative
accuracy and tight error bounds.

Throughout this paper we assume for simplicity that β is even, that RN
rounds to nearest even, and that underflow and overflow do not occur. (For
summation, however, the results presented here still hold in the presence of un-
derflow, since then floating-point addition is known to be exact; see Hauser [13].)

For more on floating-point arithmetic, we refer to the complementary texts by
Brent and Zimmermann [3, §3], Corless and Fillion [6, App. A], Demmel [9, §1.5],
Goldberg [10], Golub and Van Loan [11, §2.7], Higham [14, §2], [15], Knuth [27,
§4.2], Monniaux [29], Muller et al. [31], Overton [33], Priest [34], Trefethen [41],
and Trefethen and Bau [42, §13].



2 Low-level properties

Structure of the floating-point number set. By construction, the set F
contains zero, has the symmetry property F = −F, and is invariant under scaling
(that is, multiplication by an integer power of the base): xβk ∈ F for all x ∈ F
and k ∈ Z. More precisely, every element of F is a multiple (by some ±βk) of
an element of the subset F ∩ [1, β). The elements of this subset have the form
1 + jβ1−p, where j is an integer such that 0 6 j < (β − 1)βp−1 and, since
u = 1

2β
1−p, this can be expressed concisely as follows:

F ∩ [1, β) = {1, 1 + 2u, 1 + 4u, 1 + 6u, . . .}.

The numbers lying exactly halfway between two consecutive elements of F, such
as for example 1 + u and 1 + 3u, are called midpoints for F.

Some first consequences of rounding to nearest. Since by definition
|RN(t) − t| 6 |f − t| for all f in F, choosing t = x + ε with x ∈ F and ε ∈ R
gives |RN(x + ε) − (x + ε)| 6 |ε|. With ε = 0 we recover the obvious property
that rounding a floating-point number leaves it unchanged:

x ∈ F ⇒ RN(x) = x. (4)

Setting ε = y with y in F, we deduce further that for floating-point addition the
error bound implied by the standard model (1) can be refined slightly:

x, y ∈ F ⇒ |RN(x+ y)− (x+ y)| 6 min{u|x+ y|, |x|, |y|}. (5)

(Similarly, a sharper bound can be deduced for the FMA operation by taking
ε = yz.) We will see in section 3 how to exploit such a refinement in the context
of floating-point summation.

Besides (4), other basic features include the following ones:

t ∈ R ⇒ |RN(t)| = RN(|t|), (6)

t ∈ R, k ∈ Z ⇒ RN(tβk) = RN(t)βk, (7)

t, t′ ∈ R, t 6 t′ ⇒ RN(t) 6 RN(t′). (8)

Combining (4) with the monotonicity property (8), we see for example that
if x ∈ F satisfies x 6 t for some real t, then x 6 RN(t).

As another example, we note that (4), (7), and (8) already suffice to prove
that the classical approximation to the mean of two floating-point numbers be-
haves as expected in base 2 (but not in base 10): using (7) and then (4) gives
r̂ := RN(RN(x+y)/2) = RN((x+y)/2); then, using f := min{x, y} 6 (x+y)/2 6
max{x, y} =: g together with (8), we deduce that RN(f) 6 r̂ 6 RN(g) and, ap-
plying (4) again, we conclude that f 6 r̂ 6 g.



The functions ufp and ulp. A very convenient tool to go beyond the standard
model is provided by the notion of unit in the first place (ufp), defined in [37] as

ufp(t) =

{
0 if t = 0,

βblogβ |t|c if t ∈ R\{0}.

Its relationship with the classical notion of unit in the last place (ulp) is via the
equality ulp(t) = 2uufp(t), and its definition implies immediately that

t ∈ R\{0} ⇒ ufp(t) 6 |t| < βufp(t). (9)

From (4), (6), (8), it then follows that

t ∈ R ⇒ ufp(t) 6 |RN(t)| 6 βufp(t).

Thus, RN(t) belongs to a range for which the distance between two consecutive
floating-point numbers is exactly 2uufp(t), and being nearest to t implies

|RN(t)− t| 6 uufp(t).

In terms of ulp’s, this is just the usual half-an-ulp absolute error bound (attained
at every midpoint) and, dividing further by |t| > 0, we arrive at

t ∈ R\{0} ⇒ |RN(t)− t|
|t|

6 u
ufp(t)

|t|
. (10)

This inequality is interesting for at least three reasons. First, recalling (9), it
allows us to recover the uniform bound u claimed by the standard model (1).
Second, it shows that the relative error can be bounded by about u/β instead
of u when |t| approaches its upper bound βufp(t); this is related to a phenomenon
called wobbling precision [14, p. 39] and indicates that when deriving sharp error
bounds the most difficult cases are likely to occur when |t| lies in the leftmost part
of its range [ufp(t), βufp(t)). Third, it makes it easy to check that the bound u
is in fact never attained, as noted in [14, p. 38], since either |t| = ufp(t) ∈ F or
ufp(t)/|t| < 1. Indeed, the following slightly stronger statement holds:

t ∈ R\{0} ⇒ |RN(t)− t|
|t|

6
u

1 + u
. (11)

If |t| > (1+u)ufp(t), the above inequality follows directly from the one in (10).
Else, rounding to nearest implies that |RN(t)| = ufp(t) 6 |t| < (1+u)ufp(t) and,
recalling that t has the same sign as its rounded value, we conclude that

|RN(t)− t|
|t|

= 1− ufp(t)

|t|
< 1− 1

1 + u
=

u

1 + u
.

The bound in (11) is given by Knuth in [27, p. 232] and, in the special case
where t = x + y or t = xy with x, y ∈ F, it was already noted by Dekker [8]
(in base 2) and then by Holm [16] (in any base). Furthermore, it turns out to
be attained if and only if t is the midpoint ±(1 + u)ufp(t); see [25]. This best
possible bound refines the standard model (1) only slightly, but we shall see in
the rest of this paper that it can be worth exploiting in various situations.



Exact floating-point subtraction and EFTs. We now briefly review what
can be obtained exactly using floating-point and rounding to nearest. A first
classical result is Sterbenz’ theorem [40, p. 138], which ensures that floating-point
subtraction is exact when the two operands are close enough to each other:

x, y ∈ F, y/2 6 x 6 2y ⇒ x− y ∈ F.

Another exactness property is that the absolute error due to floating-point
addition or multiplication is itself a floating-point number:

x, y ∈ F, op ∈ {+,×} ⇒ x op y − RN(x op y) ∈ F.

Furthermore, various floating-point algorithms are available for computing si-
multaneously the rounded value r̂ = RN(x op y) and the exact value of the
associated rounding error e = x op y − r̂. For addition, these are the Fast2Sum
algorithm of Kahan [26] and Dekker [8], and the more general 2Sum algorithm
of Knuth [27] and Møller [28]. For multiplication, it suffices to use the FMA
operation as follows:

r̂ ← RN(xy), e← RN(xy − r̂). (12)

(If no FMA is available, the pair (r̂, e) can be obtained using 7 multiplications
and 10 additions, as shown by Dekker in [8].) These algorithms define in each
case a so-called error-free transformation (EFT) [32], which maps (x, y) ∈ F2

to (r̂, e) ∈ F2 such that x op y = r̂ + e. In section 4 we will see in particu-
lar how to exploit the transformation given by (12), possibly in combination
with Sterbenz’s theorem. For more examples of EFT-based, provably accurate
algorithms—especially in the context of summation and elementary function
evaluation—we refer to [35] and [31] and the references therein.

3 Revisiting some classical Wilkinson-style error bounds

3.1 Summation

Given x1, . . . , xn ∈ F, we consider first the evaluation of the sum
∑n
i=1 xi by

means of n− 1 floating-point additions, in any order. Following Wilkinson [43],
we may apply the standard model (1) repeatedly in order to obtain the back-
ward error result shown in section 1, from which a forward error bound for the
computed value r̂ then follows directly:∣∣∣r̂ − n∑

i=1

xi

∣∣∣ 6 α

n∑
i=1

|xi|, α = (1 + u)n−1 − 1. (13)

Such a bound is easy to derive, valid for any order, and a priori essentially best
possible since there exist special values of the xi for which the ratio error/(error
bound) tends to 1 as u → 0. The expression giving α, however, is somehow
unwieldy and it is now common practice to have it replaced by the concise yet



rigorous upper bound γn−1, using Higham’s γk notation “γk = ku/(1 − ku) if
ku < 1” [14, p. 63]. Both bounds have the form (n−1)u+O(u2) and the second
one further assumes implicitly that the dimension n satisfies (n− 1)u < 1.

Recently, it was shown by Rump [36] that for recursive summation one can
in fact always replace α in (13) by the simpler and sharper expression

α = (n− 1)u.

In other words, the terms of order O(u2) can be removed, and this without any
restriction on n. The proof given in [36, p. 206] aims to bound the forward error
|r̂−

∑n
i=1 xi| directly, focusing on the last addition and proceeding by induction

on n; in particular, one key ingredient is the refined model (5) of floating-point

addition, which is used here to handle the case |xn| 6 u
∑n−1
i=1 |xi|. As noted

in [24, §3], this proof technique is in fact not restricted to recursive summation,
so the constant (n− 1)u eventually holds for any summation order.

3.2 Other examples of O(u2)-free error bounds

Similar improvements have been obtained for the error bounds of several other
computational problems, which we summarize in Table 1. The algorithms for
which these new bounds hold are the classical ones (described for example
in [14]) and the role played by α depends on the problem as follows: for dot
products, α should be such that |r̂ − xT y| 6 α|x|T |y| with x, y ∈ Fn and r̂

denoting the computed value; for matrix multiplication, |Ĉ − AB| 6 α|A||B|
with A ∈ F∗×n and B ∈ Fn×∗; for Euclidean norms (in dimension n), powers,
and products, |r̂− r| 6 α|r|; for triangular system solving and LU and Cholesky
matrix factorizations, we consider the usual backward error bounds |∆T | 6 α|T |
for (T +∆T )x̂ = b, |∆A| 6 α|L̂||Û | for L̂Û = A+∆A, and |∆A| 6 α|R̂T ||R̂| for

R̂T R̂ = A+∆A. (Here the matrices T , Û , R̂ have dimensions n× n, and L̂ has
dimensions m× n with m > n.) Finally, for the evaluation of a(x) =

∑n
i=0 aix

i

with Horner’s rule, α is such that |r̂ − a(x)| 6 α
∑n
i=0 |aixi|.

The new values of α shown in Table 1 are free of any O(u2) term and thus
simpler and sharper than the classical ones. In the last three cases, the price to
be paid for those refined constants is some mild restriction on n; we refer to [38]
for a precise condition and an example showing that it is indeed necessary.

4 Provably accurate numerical kernels

4.1 Computation of ab + cd

As a first example of such kernels, let us consider the evaluation of ab + cd for
a, b, c, d ∈ F. This operation occurs frequently in practice and is especially useful
for complex arithmetic, discriminants, and robust orientation predicates. Since it
is not part of the set of core IEEE 754-2008 functions for which correct rounding
is required or recommended (and despite the existence of hardware designs as



Table 1. Some classical Wilkinson-style constants made simpler and sharper. Unless
otherwise stated these results hold for any ordering, and (?) means “if n . u−1/2.”

Problem Classical α New α Reference(s)

summation (n− 1)u+O(u2) (n− 1)u [36], [24]

dot prod., mat. mul. nu+O(u2) nu [24]

Euclidean norm (n
2

+ 1)u+O(u2) (n
2

+ 1)u [25]

Tx = b, A = LU nu+O(u2) nu [39]

A = RTR (n+ 1)u+O(u2) (n+ 1)u [39]

xn (recursive, β = 2) (n− 1)u+O(u2) (n− 1)u (?) [12]

product x1x2 · · ·xn (n− 1)u+O(u2) (n− 1)u (?) [38]

poly. eval. (Horner) 2nu+O(u2) 2nu (?) [38]

the one by Brunie [4, §3.3.2]), this operation will in general be implemented in
software using basic floating-point arithmetic. When doing so, however, some
care is needed and a classical scheme like RN(RN(ab) + RN(cd)) or, if an FMA
is available, RN(ab+ RN(cd)) can produce a highly inaccurate answer.

To avoid this, the following sequence of four operations was suggested by
Kahan (see [14, p. 60]):

ŵ := RN(cd); f̂ := RN(ab+ ŵ); e := RN(cd− ŵ); r̂ := RN(f̂ + e).

Here the FMA operation is used to produce f̂ and also to implement an EFT
for the product cd, as in (12), thus giving e = cd− ŵ exactly. By applying to ŵ,

f̂ , and r̂ the refined standard model given by (11) it is then easy to prove that

|r̂ − r|
|r|

6 2u(1 + ψ), r = ab+ cd, ψ =
u|cd|
2|r|

. (14)

This kind of analysis (already done by Higham in the 1996 edition of [14]) shows
that Kahan’s algorithm computes ab + cd with high relative accuracy as long
as ψ 6� 1. The latter condition, however, does not always hold, as there exist
inputs for which ψ is of the order of u−1 and the relative error bound 2u(1 +ψ)
is larger than 1.

This classical analysis was refined in [21], where we show that Kahan’s al-
gorithm above is in fact always highly accurate: first, a careful analysis of the
absolute errors ε1 = f̂ − (ab + ŵ) and ε2 = r̂ − (f̂ + e) using the ufp (or ulp)
function gives |ε1|, |ε2| 6 βuufp(r), so that |r̂− r| = |ε1 + ε2| 6 2βu|r|; then, by
studying ε1 and ε2 simultaneously via a case analysis comparing |ε2| to uufp(r),
we deduce that the constant 2βu can be replaced by 2u (that is, the term ψ can
in fact be removed from the bound in (14)); third, we show that this bound is
asymptotically optimal (as u→ 0) by defining

a = b = βp−1 + 1, c = βp−1 + β
2β

p−2, d = 2βp−1 + β
2β

p−2,



and checking (by hand or, since recently, using a dedicated Maple library [22])
that the error committed for such inputs has the form 2u− 4u2 +O(u3).

A similar scheme was proposed by Cornea, Harrison, and Tang [7, p. 273],
which ensures further that the value returned for ab+cd is the same as for cd+ab.
(Such a feature may be desirable when, say, implementing complex arithmetic.)
We refer to [30] and [19] for sharp error analyzes combining ufp-based arguments,
the refined bound u/(1 + u), and Sterbenz’ theorem.

4.2 Complex multiplication

Another important numerical kernel is the evaluation of the real and imaginary
parts R = ac− bd and I = ad+ bc of the complex product z = (a+ ib)(c+ id).

Consider first the conventional way, which produces R̂ = RN(RN(ac)−RN(bd))

and Î = RN(RN(ad) + RN(bc)). Although R̂ or Î can be completely inaccurate,
it is known that high relative accuracy holds in the normwise sense: Brent,
Percival, and Zimmermann [2] showed that ẑ = R̂+ iÎ satisfies

|ẑ − z|
|z|

6
√

5u

and that this bound is asymptotically optimal (at least in base 2); in particular,
the constant

√
5 = 2.23 . . . improves upon classical and earlier ones like

√
8 =

2.82 . . . by Wilkinson [44, p. 447] and 1 +
√

2 = 2.41 . . . by Champagne [5].

Assume now that an FMA is available. In this case, R̂ can be obtained as
RN(ac − RN(bd)) or RN(RN(ac) − bd), and similarly for Î, so that z can be
evaluated using four different schemes. We showed in [20] that for each of these
schemes the bound

√
5u mentioned above can be reduced further to 2u and that

this new bound is asymptotically optimal. We also proved that this normwise
bound 2u remains sharp even if both R̂ and Î are computed with high relative
accuracy as in section 4.1.

The bound
√

5u was obtained in [2] via a careful ulp-based case analysis. For
the bound 2u we have proceeded similarly in [20, §3] but, as we observe in [25],
in this case a much shorter proof follows from using just the refined standard
model given by (11).

A direct application of these error bounds is to complex division: as noted by
Baudin in [1], if αu bounds the normwise relative error of multiplication, then the
bound (α+3)u+O(u2) holds for division—assuming the classical formula x/y =
(xy)/(yy)—and thus we can take α + 3 = 5 or 5.23 . . . depending on whether
the FMA operation is available or not. However, despite this and some recent
progress made in the case of complex inversion [23], the best possible constants
for complex division (with or without an FMA) remain to be determined.
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